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ble cost of book Production

The importance of costs

All business production involves cost. For example, in book

production, costs include the fee paid to the author; editor and

designer, and, later in the process, the paper used for printing and

the energy to drive the printing presses. ln business, it is essential to

keep costs of production as low as possible. Businesses with lower

costs have an advantage over rivals.

Fixed and variable costs

To help managers decide how to produce and how much to produce,

costs may be split into two types: fixed costs and variable costs.

Fixed costs do not increase as output increases - for example, rent,

heating bills, mortgage repayments, rates a nd sa la ries. These costs

remain the same whether the firm produces 0 units of output, 100

units of output or 10,000 units of output, They remain fixed because

the business is obliged to pay them, rega rd less of
how much it produces.

Fixed costs can be drawn as a straight line. For

example, if a book publisher has three types of fixed

costs - rent $500 per week, salaries $2,000 per

week and heati nglair-conditioning bills $ t OO per

week - then the fixed costs will be $2,600 per week
(Figure 8.6.1)

Variable costs increase as output increases. As

output increases, more of these costs a re incu rred .

For example, if you produce more books, you need

more paper and more energy to run the machines

for longer.

Variable cost starts at 0, lt then rises, depending

on the variable cost for producing each unit of
production. For example, if the variable cost of
prod ucing 1 book is $ 1 , then the va ria ble cost of
producing 2 books will be $2, 10 books : $t O, 'l 00

(Fig u re 8.6,2) .

Total cost

The total cost of producing different levels of output
is found by adding the fixed and variable costs. lt

sim ply involves com bin ing the f ixed a nd the va ria ble

cost curves at different levels of output. The total
cost cu rve shou ld therefore sta rt at zero level of
output. At this point, total cost is simply made up

of fixed cost. Then the variable cost is added to the

fixed cost for each level of output (Figure B 6.3)
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Direct and indirect costs

It is very important to know how much it costs to
produce each unit of production. This information
helps managers to decide on how to price each unit.

The cost of a n ind ivid ua I prod uct consists of two
elements: direct and indirect costs.

Direct costs are costs that can easily be identified and

related to the production of a product or service.

For example, it is easy to calculate how much cotton
goes into producing a T-shirt and what the cost is. lt
is also possible to work out much labour it takes to
produce the T-shirt and what the labour cost is.

tndirecf costs are less easy to relate to the production of a particular

unit of production, hence the label 'indirect'. For example, a factory
may produce goods made of different types of textiles, such as wool
and cotton. The cost of a worker handling cotton goods could be

related to the costs of cotton productiofi, but the factory also has

costs such as lighting and rent, necessary whatever is being produced.

These indirect costs are sometimes called overheads. Managers have

the task of deciding how these indirect costs should be shared out, or
allocated, between the various items that the factory produces.

Cost of producing - Direct cost of producing + lndirect costs

a n item that item a llocated to
that item

Total cost (the fixed

added together for
costs and
each unit

the variable costs

of output)
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",i Which of the following describes variable costs, fixed costs

a nd tota I costs?

. Costs that do not change with the level of output that is

produced.
. All the costs of production.
. Costs linked to the quantity produced.

,. A small taxi business has 10 taxis and employs taxi drivers to
work for the firm. Explain which of the following would be

included as fixed costs of running the taxi service and which
wou ld be the va ria ble costs. Expla in you r a nswers.

. The cost of renting the premises from which the business runs.

. The petrol cost of each taxi journey. (calculated per kilometre

or mile).

. The cost of maintaining a radio-controlled booking service in

the office of the taxi business.

A business selling flowers has the following cost structure:

. Rent per month: $300

. Salaries per month: $ 1 ,000

. Cost per bunch of flowers prepared for sale: $t

. Telephone (line rental, calls) per month: $ 1 00

lllustrate this information in the form of a diagram showing

the fixed costs per month. Draw another diagram to illustrate

th e va ria b le costs per m o nth .

ACTIVITY

Using the example of a local

farm or small manufacturing
business in your area, identify
what items are likely to be the
fixed costs of the business and

what the variable costs will be.
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Break-even for a period of
time (e.9. a month) can be
calculated by a simple formula:

Average month's fixed costs
Unit selling price - variable

cost per unit

N u m ber of u n its need ing
to be sold to break even

Break-even

Break-even is the point at which an organisation covers its costs with
the money it makes through sales. lf sales go beyond the break-even
point, profits are made. lf sales do not reach the break-even point,
losses are made.

A break-even chart is prepared in advance to see how much the
business needs to sell at a particular price.

Producing a break-even chart
A break-even chart shows the point at which a business breaks even,
and the profits and losses it will make at various levels of activity. lt is
co nstru cted by:

l labelling the horizontal axis to show different levels of production
(o r sa les)

2labelling the vertical axis to represent the value of costs and the
value of sales

3 plotting fixed cost - this will be a straight horizontal line which
sta rts at the va lu e of a Il the f ixed costs

4 plotting total costs - the total cost line is found by adding the fixed
cost and the variable cost for each level of output

5 sales are plotted by showing the total value of money received from
selling the product - this is calculated by: Number of items sold x
Price per unit.

Limitations of the break-even chart
A break-even chart is only a rough guide. One of the problems is that
it is not easy to estimate costs. Variable costs can change quickly - for
example, if the price of labour or raw materials increases. The variable
cost may also alter with the scale of production - the more that is
produced, the lower the unit cost will be. However, break-even charts
are helpful in indicating to business owners roughly how much they
need to make or sell in order to break into profit.

EXAM TIP
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ACTIVITY

Draw the break-even chart for each of the following businesses
a nd ca lcu late the brea k-even n u m ber of sa les needed .

. A taxi driver who charges an average price of $10 per

customer for a cost per trip of $5; the driver has fixed costs of
$zs,ooo per year.

. A hairdresser who charges an average of $12.50 per customer
for a cost per visit of $5; the hairdresser has fixed costs of
$ t oo,ooo per year.



CASE ST:Up$"".; Break-even for school textbooks

A business
prod uces business
stu d ies textboo ks

which it sells

d irectly to schools.
The business has

fixed costs of
$80,000, made
up of rent on its
prem ises, sa la ries

for staff and some
other overhead
costs. However
many books it produ
fixed cost to pay.

It has been calculated that the variable cost of
producing books is $B per book This $B includes
the cost of pa pel in k a nd of ru n n ing the printing
presses. The business will sell the books for
$lz each.

The managers have set out the information above
in the form of a table, showing costs and revenues
at three different levels of output.

ln book production, variable costs

include the paper and card that go

i nto th e boo k; f ixed costs m ig ht

include the rental of the factory
space

ces, it will therefore have this

When this information is shown in a chart forffi, it
immediately becomes clear where the break-even
point is.

The break-even point

When 20,000 books are sold at $lZ each, total
sales revenues are $ 240,000. The total cost of
producing these books is 5240,000 ($40,000 of
fixed costs and $ 1 60,000 of variable costs). lf the
firm is able to produce and sell higher levels, then
its profits will increase. For example, if it can sell

30,000 units, its profit will be $a0,000 (total cost
$360,000 and total revenue f320,000)

Questions

1 How much profit, or loss, will the business
make if it sells 1 0,000 books?

2 How much profit, or loss, will the buslness
make if it sells 25,000 books?
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Total

Break-even
point

10,000
units ($)

20,000
units ($)

30,000
units ($)

Fixed costs 80,000 80,000 80,000

Variable cost - $8 per unit 80,000 160,000 240,000

Total costs 160,000 240,000 3 2 0,000

Sales $12 per unit 120,000 240,000 3 60,000



Location and relocation
An important consideration for a new business is location - that is,

where to site it. Considerations involve being close to the market,
or on sites where costs are low, perhaps because labour is plentiful
and wages are cheap. Later on, a firm may choose to relocate, often
because costs have become too high at the original location. ln the
first decade of the 21st century, many Western companies relocated
manufacturing and other functions to lndia and South East Asia,
where production costs were lower.

Distance to markets

Many businesses need to be located close to their market (i e their
customers). Many manufacturing industries locate close to markets,
particularly if they produce bulky or fragile items that are expensive
to transport. Service industries, such as hairdressing, restaurants and
entertainment, need to be near to customers. Other services, such
as banking and insurance, sometimes need to be near to customers
(a lthoug h ma ny tra nsactions a re now ca rried out on line).

Availability of raw materials

Some manufacturing businesses use a lot of heavy, bulky raw
materials to make their products, even though the end-product is

smaller and lighter. For example, finished steel is a lot lighter than
the ore, Iimestone and other materials of which it consists. lf the
raw materials are bulky and expensive to transport, it makes sense to
locate nea r their sou rce.

Transport costs

Two major influences on transport costs are the raw materials and

how near the market is. These depend on whether the industry is

'bulk increasing' or 'bulk decreasing' (i.e whether the goods become
larger and heavier or smaller and lighter as they are assembled).
Many businesses (e g. hotels, factories) set up close to good transport
links - for example, near a major road junction, rail station or airport.

Availability of land

Land costs vary considerably. Firms such as large automobile
production plants that need a wide area to make their goods, or
giant supermarkets that need a large selling area, will choose sites

that are out of town where costs are lower.

Availability of labour

The right sorts of labour and skills are easier to find in some areas

than others. lf businesses want a large pool of cheap laboul they
might set up in centres of population where there are not many
employers. lf they want skilled labour they will set up where they

ln recent years, many North American and
European companies have set up operations
in lndia and China, where a highly skilled
labour force is available at a lower wage cost

ACTIVITY

These a re some of the factors
that influence the location of a
Iarge supermarket:

. plenty of land availalcle,
including car parking

o ease of access to la bou r

. close to transport links for
supplies

o near to customers.

Produce a Iist showing the
factors that might influence the
location of:

. a service business

. a manufacturing business.



are most likely to find those skills. ln recent years, many Western
companies have set up call centres in lndia, where there are large
numbers of highly educated people with information technology skills

and where wage costs are relatively low.

Safety

Some industries (e g. nuclear power stations, mu nitions factories
and some chemical companies) will be wise to locate their premises

well away from heavily populated areas, to avoid danger to the
pu blic.

Utilities

A business must consider five standard utilities: gas, electricity, water,
disposal of waste and drainage. lndustries such as food preparation

and paper production use large quantities of water. Food processing

creates waste and the cost of waste disposal will affect location.

Communications

Many businesses need a strong core of lT communications systems. lt
is therefore important to set up in areas where communications are

clea r a nd relia ble. Th is m ig ht exclude some mou nta inous or h ig h la nd

areas, or countries where the links do not exist. Cities with excellent
wireless and lcroadband facilities are a strong attraction for new
businesses.

Regional factors

Locating in the same area as similar business, suppliers and markets
may be considered an advantage. The quality of local schools,

housing and leisure facilities can also help to encourage high-quality
staff to join and stay with the business.

Government incentives

The government provides financial support to businesses to set up in
some regions. These will usually be areas of higher u nemployment.

Deciding in which country to locate
ln the modern global economy, companies will consider a range of
countries to locate in or to relocate to. Key considerations will be

having access to larger markets, End the possibility of reducing costs

in new locations. For example, many American lT-based companies
have tra nsferred jobs to lnd ia a nd Ch ina. America n com pa n ies

like Microsoft@, Accenture and IBM have set up offices employing
thousands of people in large lndian cities, where there are a lot of
highly skilled employees available at lower wages than in the United
States. By setting up these new units, the US companies also benefit
from having access to the neW huge, growing markets of lndia and

Ch ina.

Another consideration that will be important for a business is the
stability of the government and the exchange rate in the host
country. lf exchange rates fluctuate often, this causes difficulties in

planning and predicting the value of sales and costs such as wages.

EXAM TIP
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Which three factors do you

think are most important in

locating the following? ln

each case, justify you r a nswer.

. Gold mining

. Nuclear power plant

. lnternational call centre

What factors do you think a
Isupermarket business should

first consider before deciding
to branch out into a new
cou ntry?

Explain why a )apanese motor
ma n ufactu rer li ke Toyota

might want to set up a car
plant in Western Europe.



Eff iciency

lnputs a re people, money, raw materia ls a nd assets such as factories

or offices. Outputs are goods and services. Efficiency involves turning
inputs into outputs for maximum impact on productivity.

An organisation, or a process that an organisation carries out, can be

more efficient and productive if it produces:

o the same output with fewer inputs

. more or better outputs from the same inputs.

An efficient organisation can provide its customers with better
value for money and build a reputation for quality, which then
leads to customer loya lty. Adopting new prod uction methods often
involves a substantial investment in new equipment - for example,

the purchase of a new automatic production line. Although
investment is costly, it should lead to increased profits in the long

term.

Some people see new technology as providing a threat to jobs. For

exa m ple, in ag ricu ltu re, ma ny fa rm workers have been replaced by

tractors, and harvesting and sowing machines. However, in other
industries, new technology has created work, or at least kept people

in work. ln the oil industry, for example, advanced technology enables

oil to be drilled at greater depths. Workers may need to be retrained

to work with the new equipment, but often their wages increase as

the business prospers.

Methods to increase efficiency

A technique is a way of making something, using available resources

such as human labour or machines. Technological change occurs

when new techniques of production are applied. Technology has

been a major driving force in enabling efficiency in the modern

world. This is particularly true with the development of the internet
and the use of computers in production. These are some of the
computer-based innovations now used in industry.

. Computer-aided design (CAO1 is a system that works like an

electronic drawing board, allowing complex two- and three-

d imensiona I sha pes to be modelled q u ickly a nd accu rately on

screen, stored conveniently and copied when needed, Engineers

in Nigeria design oil platforms using computers networked with
qualified draughtsmen and draughtswomen in lndia. CAD has

improved the reliability and speed with which complex structures

such as aeroplanes , Cdrs and bridges can be designed.

o CADCAM (computer-aided design/computer-aided
manufacturing) refers to the use of data from a CAD system to
drive machines as part of the manufacturing process. A bridge

designer can design part of the structure on a computer and the
design can be sent instantly to the factory computeI so that the
pa rts ca n be cut to size.

EXAM TIP
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New technologies can be

ra pid ly tra nsferred a rou nd

the world: a new automated
factory systeffi, such as a

bottling or canning factory,
can be set up wherever there
is available land and labour.

This makes it possible for large
international firms to set up
in low-cost locations, where
govern ment taxes a nd la bou r

costs are low.



. CIM (computer-integrated manufacturing) involves the
computer-controlled manufacturing system driving machine

tools. These tools, or robots, are multipurpose machines that can

be programmed and reprogrammed to perform physical tasks.

An industrial robot in a car factory may be programmed to paint
a nd then reprog ra m med to weld pieces together or to assem ble

pa rts.

. Computer-based stock control. Stock-control systems are used

in manufacturing and retailing to ensure the arrival of stocks just in
time for purchase by the end-customer. For example, it is essential

that retailers of fresh fish, vegetables or fruit, provide customers

with the latest stock. By ordering just the right levels needed, waste

is minimised. For tinned and packaged goods, electronic barcodes

make it possible to manage a computer-based stock-control system.

o An EPOS (electronic point-of-sale system) works in the
following way. items for sale carry barcodes. When new stock

a rrives, the n u m bers a re reg istered in the stock
system. At the checkout, the barcodes of sold

items a re sca n ned in. The cash till adds u p a nd

records the sales. The cash till automatically creates

the bill, which is a record of transactions with an

individual customer. The customer then pays and

receives a record of their payment. At the same

time, a record is made on the back-office system

showing items sold. The back-office computer will
then automatically reorder new stock to replace the
prod ucts that have been sold ,

Other ways of im proving eff iciency includ e:

. changes in working methods (e.9. cutting out
wasteful activities that take up time)

. tota I q ua lity ma nagement - ensu ring q ua Iity is

focu sed o n at every sta g e of p rod u ctio n

. people simply working harder - perhaps because there

form of bonus or other motivating factor.
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restaurant or

supermarket by speeding up operations

ffi
ts some

Automation
Automation is the use of machines in a series of tasks. Each machine

is linked to another, without human intervention. Computers can be

programmed to start, finish, shut down and speed up operations,

as well as detect flaws in a system, without human intervention.

lnvesting in automation is costly, but will lead to high levels of
accu racy at very low cost.

"i What is automation? Give an example of how automation has

been used to improve manufacturing.

;t Give two examples of how efficiency can be increased in

manufacturing.
J

.* How do computers improve efficiency in production?



ldentify and explain TWO objectives of the
prod uction depa rtment. t4l

Using the example of a McDonald's burger,
identify the inputs, production process and
output. t3l

production factory, the following examples of
waste in the context of lean production:
o d efects

o overp rod u ctio n
. wa rtrng.

Explain how just-in-time production methods
could cut down the areas of waste you have
identifiedinQuestiong. ' t6l

Explain why it may be said that under
kaizen'everyone in the organisation has
two jobs'. t4l

ldentify and explain TWO differences
between quality control and quality
ASSUTANCE. t4l

Analyse why quality assurance does not
simpty mean producing the best quality. t4l

Analyse why a total quality management
approach may lead to lower costs as well as

better q ua lity. t4l

Analyse why labour costs may be fixed or
variable in a production business t4l

ldentify and explain TH REE factors that will
be important when deciding the location of :

. a vegetable cannlng factory

. a firm of solicitors. t6l

t6l
ldentify and explain TWO ways in
productivity may be increased in a
fa cto ry. [4]

500

t3l

t4l

Analyse TWO reasons why a car production
line that produces the same model, but
with each car altered according to customer
orders, may be categorised as both flow and
job production. t6l

Explain, with examples, economies of scale
that may be enjoy:d by , very]ur-ge clothing
company,such as Levi Strauss & Co. Jeans. t4l

ldentify anO .*0t113 fWO reasons why
communication difficulties in a large
organisation may lead to diseconomies of
sca le. t4l

,;:i Explain, using examples from a bread

which
cloth ing

Calculate labour productivity in a factory
that employs 200 workers and produces
shirts every hour.

ldentify and explain TWO differences
between batch and flow production.

Daisy Fresh Cleaning

Flora ru ns a successfu I business f rom her home
in lslamabad, laundering and d ry cleaning
clothes for local customers and business people
who stay in nearby international hotels. She
has built up an excellent reputation due to the
speed and quality of her service. Flora collects
the clothes twice a day from the hotels and
returns them within 12 hours, fully washed , or
dry-cleaned, and ironed. She uses large industrial
machines and makes sure that similar colours
are washed together. All items are pressed

individually. Delicate items, such as silk dresses

and suits, are kept separate and treated with
extra care. Flora is so busy that she is looking for
new premises for her business,

1 ldentify and explain TWO methods of
production used by Flora.

2 ldentify and explain TWO ways in which the
quality of Flora's service may be measured t4l

3 State TWO examples of fixed costs and TWO
examples of variable costs for Flora's business.

t6l

t4l



4 ldentify and explain THREE factors that Flora

will need to take into account when looking
for new premises t6l

5 To what extent may a break-even chart help
Flora decide on a suitable location? Explain
your answer. t6l

Amrita's fair trade spices

Amrita runs a production company, based on the
outskirts of Delhi, lndia. The company produces

large packs of lndian spice mixes, in a range of
flavours, mainly for the export market. The packs

are bought in bulk by overseas companies who
use them to give authentic flavour to lndian
ready meals for the Western market. The spices

come into the factory directly from the growers
in their dried form, and are ground up togethe1
depending on the mix required, then packaged

and labelled. Amrita's monthly costs are as follows.
o Factory rent: $ 1 ,000
. Business rates: $200
o Power: $300
o Amrita's wage: $200
o Production workers' wages: $O.SO per pack

. Raw materials (herbs per pack): $: (growers
are paid a fair-trade price, which is 50 per cent
higher than the usual market price)

o Packaging and Iabelling per pack: $t

The packs sell for an average price of $10, on the
wholesa le ma rket.

1 Explain the term 'fixed costs'and calculate
Amrita's total fixed costs t3l

2 Expla in the term 'va ria ble costs' a nd ca Icu late
the variable cost per pack of herbs t3l

3 Analyse ONE advantage and ONE

disadvantage to Amrita's company of the fair-
trade price paid to herb growers. t6l

4 Using graph papel draw a break-even chart
and work out the break-even monthly sales for
Am rita's business t6l

5 Evaluate the advantages and limitations of the
use of break-even analysis to plan in a business
like Amrita's t6l

The market research call centre

Jim runs a telephone market research company
based in the U K, on the outskirts of Ma nchester.
He employs 1 00 staff at the call centre; their
job is to contact consu mers by telephone a nd
ask their opinions on everything from views on
new products to which party they will vote for
in the parliamentary elections. He is paid by the
companies who employ him to ca ffy out this
research and produce reports. Jim would like to
expa nd the ca ll centre, but la nd is expensive a nd
staff wages are rising by the day. He also finds
that his staff productivity rate is very variable,
as staff change jobs and leave the company
frequently, and some workers are often late or
unwell. Jim is investigating the possibility of

moving the call-centre part of his business to
lnd ia

1 ldentify and explain TWO possible ways that
Jim may measure his staff productivity t4l

2 ldentify and explain TWO reasons why staff
a bsence a nd f req uent replacement may lead
to low productivity t4l

3 ldentify and explain THREE factors that Jim will
need to take into account if he is relocatinq his

call centre to India. t4l
4 Evaluate the view that 'relocating to lndia will

save money on la nd a nd la bou r costs'. t6l
5 Evaluate whether the call-centre move to lndia

will benef it J im's business customers. t6l


